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I’m Jamie Matthewman, the founder of Yellow Belly Media, experts in helping window and door businesses 
put lead generation on autopilot at an affordable cost. We help our clients stand out online and get more 
exclusive leads for the jobs they want, whether that’s windows, repairs, doors, conservatory’s etc…

We specialise in facebook advertising, because it’s one of the best ways for a window or home improvement business, 
to scale their business and get a consistent flow of high quality leads. However, whether you're running facebook ads 
or advertising in other ways, with talk of a recession on the horizon, you may be wondering is now a good time to be 
advertising your services? 

This report offers window & home improvement businesses suggestions, for successfully marketing their businesses 
to ensure the highest return on their marketing spend, during slower economic times.
We look primarily at the importance of strategy, because unless your marketing activities are built on sound reason-
ing, no fancy gimmick or technique will help you navigate to success in the uncertain waters of a slowing economy.
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If you’ve been in the sector for more than a decade you may have experienced The Great Recession of 2008. It lasted 
for five quarters and was the deepest UK recession since the Second World War.

Research from the US during the same period, showed that replacement projects and system upgrades such as 
windows, roofing, cladding, facias, air conditioning etc held up better than spending on discretionary projects, such 
as structural changes, new rooms, kitchens and bathrooms. Smaller-scale projects also held up better than larger ones 
and DIY activity became a larger share of spending in many project categories as consumers took on some of the jobs 
themselves. 

That said we don’t have to look as far back as 2008 for a recession, because the UK was officially in a recession in Q1 
& Q2 of 2020 during the pandemic, the start of a very buoyant time for home improvement businesses. 

After a period of unprecedented demand, with a recession looming, more options for consumers to spend their 
money on, it makes sense that demand will slow considerably. Add to this the continuing rising of material costs 
home improvement businesses may well be in the unenviable position of having to raise costs for a customer base that 
is tightening its belt.

Certainly not the ideal scenario, that said even if the home improvement sector shrinks over the next 12-24 months 
by 20%, the market for contracted out home improvements will still be worth approximately £17bn (down from a 
high of approximately £21bn in 2021). Also even with further interest rate increases forecast, the cost of borrowing 
is still relatively cheap, so borrowers may want to take advantage of the lower rates before more hikes add further cost 
to home improvement projects. 

Whatever the future brings, to stay competitive and relevant in a changing market, you’ll need to be agile and explore 
new ideas when it comes to business and therefore your facebook & advertising campaigns. These 5 rules provide 
an overview of what your business should be doing to give your marketing campaigns the best chance of 
success in the coming months. 

Research published on building.co.uk showed that total market spending dipped by approximately 20% 
in the total home improvement sector, with younger age groups not unsurprisingly, showing greater 
declines than others. Retired couples on the other hand were one of the key drivers in the market, giving 
a clue regarding targeting, during slower times.

What can the home improvement market expect during a recession?

In 2021 Money.co.uk surveyed more than 2,000 adults and found that 77% of UK homeowners invested in changing 
or improving their properties. Home renovation spend in 2021 grew 36% to a median £15,000, according to 
the 2021 Houzz & Home survey of more than 3,000 UK respondents. 
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“I have yet to see any study that proves timidity is the route to success. Studies consistently have 
proven that companies that have the intelligence and guts to maintain or increase their overall 

marketing and advertising efforts in times of business downturns will get the edge on their timid 
competitors” Senior VP, J. Welsey Rosberg Meldrum & Fewsmith

Whether you advertise on Facebook, radio, leaflet drop etc, compared to the pandemic period, you’re likely experienc-
ing higher lead costs. Whilst unwanted slow downs are inevitable and the positives from a customers point of view is 
they tend to get better deals and they sort the wheat from the chaff. 

Some of your competitors won’t make it through because they don’t offer perceived value. 
In a recession buyers will take on less perceived risk and turn towards companies they believe they can trust and who 
offer most value. 

Quality survives and it’s one of the main reasons now isn’t the time to stop or be timid, because many studies show 
there’s an opportunity to increase sales and build market share, during a recession and afterwards. Here’s several 
reasons why :

Rule Number 1 - Don’t Stop Advertising
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As of March 2022, there were 57.1 million Facebook users in the United 
Kingdom, around 12 million more than two years prior, in March 2020
74% of Facebook active users visit the site every day 
Only 21 percent of UK adults that go online don't use Facebook at all
Approximately 52% of users are aged between 35-65+ (approx. 30 million 

Businesses that maintain their ad spend and adapt can get a long-lasting boost in sales and market share. Here’s a 
good example from the 1990-91 recession, Pizza Hut and Taco Bell took advantage of McDonald’s decision to 
reduce its advertising and promotion budget. As a result, Pizza Hut increased sales by 61%, Taco Bell sales grew by 
40% and McDonald’s sales declined by 28%.

The bottom line is if all of your competitors stop their ads and  your business is taking the time to fine-tune and 
continue your marketing efforts, your business will reap the rewards.

We specialise in Facebook because it provides access to the largest concentration of homeowners in all areas of the 
UK. Add to this the ability to track and measure engagement it’s one of the best marketing tools whatever the 
economy.

The chance to take market share and also project to potential customers that your busi-
ness is stable during challenging times.

In terms of facebook advertising, the cost will drop during a recession due to less busi-
ness bidding for space on a viewers feed, less competition means more attention. 

If you cut back on your advertising, you’ll lose “share of mind” within your local market 
and open the door for potential competitors to replace your position. 

On the contrary, if you continue, you’ll increase your “share of voice” which typically 
leads to an increase in “share of market.” An increase in market share results, with an 
increase in profits.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Be clear what drives value in business and what’s a cost. Lets explore this concept comparing bought leads (e.g. 
Leads2Trade etc.) vs. Facebook advertising to generate exclusive leads. 
 
Lead providers sell generic leads whereby the potential customer has no awareness of your business before you 
contact them. This might look like marketing and therefore a value driver, but purchasing leads is not marketing, 
it is a cost. 

When demand slows, bought lead costs will increase, become more price driven and harder to convert. On the 
contrary, running your own advertising activity, when done strategically (or any advertising promoting your busi-
ness), is a value driver, an investment in your business.

Facebook leads are ‘warmer’ and will have a higher conversion rate because the customer has already ‘bought’ into 
your business and offer. They’re already somewhat convinced your business is credible, reputable and can do the job 
they want. 

As a result the selling job is easier, meaning a higher closing rate and a higher retention of your margin. This will 
become more important in a price driven, buyers market.

Reducing unnecessary costs to create a more efficient business is good practice in any economy. However, if you're 
inclined to cut back on facebook advertising or marketing more generally, because you see it as an unnecessary cost, 
marketing is not a cost. 

Peter Drucker an expert in business management thinking said this :

"Because the purpose of business is to create a customer, the business enterprise has two--and only two--basic 
functions: marketing and innovation. Marketing and innovation produce results; all the rest are costs.”

Rule Number 2 - Cut Inefficiencies NOT Value Drivers 
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As discussed, marketing is not a cost, it’s an investment for the purpose of creating new customers. However it will 
be a waste of money unless approached strategically. 

Strategic thinking should underpin every facebook campaign and even more important when there’s a smaller 
number of buyers for your products and services. Cambridge online dictionary defines a strategy as :

“a detailed plan for achieving success in situations such as war, politics, business, industry, or sport, 
or the skill of planning for such situations”

For example we’ve discussed maintaining or even increasing advertising spend through a recession is a proven strategy 
for success. Knowing how to use that information is an example of good strategic thinking and using historical data 
to your benefit.

But this will only be an effective strategy, with reasoned decisions regarding the products and services offered, relative 
to your competitors and your capabilities. For example will you offer lower cost services such as repairs or glass replace-
ments or explore adding more premium, innovative products to target a more affluent customer who will be less 
affected by the changing economy? 

Secondly what tactics will you use in the pursuit of achieving your strategy? You could negotiate new finance deals to 
allow your customers longer periods of interest free or buy now pay in 24 months or market leading finance deals to 
make your products more affordable (than your competitors).

Tactics have a strategic intention to help convert potential leads. They include things like customer reviews, money 
off promotions or free reports like this, the intention is to demonstrate credibility and offer value. 

As a result some readers will arrange a conversation to discuss their marketing strategy. 

A clear strategy means you’ve thought out your marketing plan to stay relevant. Many won’t have a plan.

Rule 3 - Have a Clear Strategy or Waste Your Money 
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As mentioned you need a very clear understanding of who you’re targeting, with what products and services and why 
or you’ll waste money. The campaigns that worked during 2020 & 2021 will likely not work in 2022.

Campaigns need to be smart and built on customer insights, you can’t out spend an irrelevant campaign, they 
need to be focussed on what the market needs and wants from your business today. 

It might seem obvious, but changing political and macroeconomic conditions affect customer sentiment, so your 
understanding needs to be current. Some potential customers may be experiencing changes to their income, which 
will change the way they make purchasing decisions, especially about large investments in their homes. 

Historical trends will offer ideas, also survey your existing customers and find out what they’re thinking about home 
improvements or what they need help with, ask suppliers if they’ve any research they can share. Research will show 
you where you can innovate your products and services to suit today’s needs and create revenue that can be used as a 
competitive advantage. 

Facebook ads are also a powerful research tool. For a relatively low cost you can quickly test new products/ser-
vices/ideas so that you can stay aligned with customers needs and thrive during and after the recession.

Rule 4 - Be Relevant
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Ensuring people look at your leaflets before throwing them in the bin or stopping potential customers scrolling past 
your ads on Facebook, is the objective for your ads in any economy, they exist to capture attention. However in the 
pandemic, it was a sellers market, leads were easier to come by, so quite frankly you didn’t have to be as smart with 
your marketing as you will when demand for your services is slower.

When people are holding on to their money which as we’ve explored is likely your marketing will have to work harder. 
Everything about your campaigns need to be highly relevant, high quality and even more compelling. 

There’s a classic film from 1967 starring Paul Newman called ‘Cool Hand Luke’.Newman, a defiant prison inmate, 
gets shot by the prison warden who just before pulling the trigger says “What we have here is  a failure to com-
municate...”, upon which Newman bleeds to death.

You’ll be wondering why I’ve quoted this film…because if you don’t clearly and concisely communicating a relevant 
and enticing offer, that you have strategically reasoned is what your customers will want, you’ll waste time and money 
chasing the wrong customers, who won’t want or can’t pay what you want.

Marketing, advertising, communication is a skill, some might say an art. So whoever you choose to help you, ensure 
they know your marketplace, your business challenges, your customers and can piece all that understanding together 
to create campaigns that, with precision, share your company's value during more challenging economic times.

Rule 5 - Make Your Campaigns EVEN MORE Compelling
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Recessions and economic slow downs present a good opportunity based on the historical evidence for those who 
maintain or increase their marketing efforts. It is therefore recommended to avoid losing market share and sales, Face-
book advertising and more generally your marketing activity, should continue throughout a recession.

However marketing needs to be smart and well thought out. There’s no doubt Facebook is one of the best platforms 
to precisely target home owners, however success with Facebook advertising (any marketing) will be harder in a reces-
sion. Your ads must be based on sound strategic thinking and research or you’ll waste money. 

The right marketing partner will help you get ahead of your competitors who are cutting their marketing budgets 
whilst you double down on yours. In the words of Warren Buffett… “be greedy when other people are fearful”.

Yellow Belly Media is a digital marketing consultancy that works specifically with proven window and home improve-
ment businesses to help them stand out online and put lead generation on autopilot at an affordable cost.

We know even the best local home improvement businesses struggle with an inconsistent flow of quality leads and 
experience periods of famine and feast. This makes scaling difficult.

If this has been your experience you've probably thought about facebook or google advertising, perhaps you've seen 
your competitors achieving good success and decided to try yourself? Maybe you’ve hired an agency who promised 
the earth but didn’t deliver? 

If so you'll have wasted precious time wasted and money, perhaps reverting to buying leads or more traditional lead 
generation methods such as door knocking, leaflet drops or buying leads. 

If you've got a great home improvement business, a history of highly satisfied customers and can relate to these 
challenges. Book a call to talk about how we might be able to help you with your facebook advertising approach and 
achieve your business’ goals during these changing economic times.

Summary and Conclusion
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